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Organiser Island XIII

Hosts

Penghu Landscapes

Concurrent Sessions

A: Small is beautiful
– Island studies and cultures
B: Small is dangerous
– Island natures and ecology
C: Small is challenging
– Island economies and management

D: New waves in the ocean
– Island communities and livelihoods
E: New winds for islands
– Island technology and innovation
F: Taiwan Perspectives
– Island futures and planning

Key Note Speakers

1 Prem Saddul, Mauritius
“Barbados+20 – Island connections and the UN Year of Small Island Developing States”
2 Mark Bynoe, CCCCC, Belize
“Small Islands and Climate Change – adaptation and innovation”
3 Eric Clark, Lund University, Sweden
“Small is Beautiful – Island development as if people matter”
4 Grant McCall and Beate Ratter
“ISISA past and future – Sharing Experiences: From Okinawa to Penghu”
5 Godfrey Baldacchino, Malta
“The Future and Islands”
6 Jonathan Pugh, UK
“Being in exile at home: what is ‘Caribbean’ development?”
7 Clyde Sakamoto, Maui, USA
“Progress in sustainability: the impact of ISISA on our campus, island and state since 2006”

Field Trips

Sept. 24th:
Nature-culture tour on Penghu
Main Island

Sept. 26th:
Adaptation and Innovation on the Small Island
Chimei Island
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